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Abstract
The renement calculus for logic programs consists of a wide-spectrum language and
a notion of renement that can be used to develop programs from specications.
In a renement, the rened program must return the same set of answers as the
original program, because the meaning of a logic program is dened in terms of all
the answers computed by the program. \Don't know" non-determinism is supported
in the language by allowing more than one answer. In the traditional renement
calculus for imperative programs, there is another form of non-determinism, called
\don't care" (or demonic) non-determinism, which allows non-determinism to be
eliminated during renement. Thus, non-deterministic specications can be rened
to deterministic implementations.
In this paper, we introduce a notion of don't care non-determinism into the re-
nement calculus for logic programs. We extend the wide-spectrum language to
include non-deterministic choice operators. We present examples that illustrate the
use of these operators and describe the changes to the semantics and renement.
1 Introduction
The renement calculus for logic programs [6] includes a wide-spectrum lan-
guage and a renement relation. The wide-spectrum language includes exe-
cutable commands such as conjunction, disjunction, existential quantication
and failure, as well as constructs that are not directly executable, including
universal quantication, specications and assumptions.
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The programs modelled in [6] can include so-called don't know non-deter-
minism, as used in logic programming languages like Prolog [8]. Since the
standard semantics for logic programs is dened in terms of all the answers
computed by a program, renement between two programs is only allowed if
they both return the same sets of answers. This is dierent from the notion of
non-determinism in imperative renement [4], where, when multiple solutions
are possible, an arbitrary solution can be chosen. Such non-determinism is
similar to don't care non-determinism in the logic programming literature, in-
dicating that we don't care which solution is chosen [8]. It is also referred to as
demonic non-determinism in the renement calculus literature [2], indicating
that the program is free to choose between multiple solutions, and we must
therefore guard against the \worst" solution being chosen.
This paper shows that we can extend the wide-spectrum language to in-
clude a demonic non-deterministic choice operator u. The command c
1
u c
2
can be implemented by either of the commands c
1
or c
2
, but we do not care
which one.
The notion of renement changes: as well as being rened in the origi-
nal sense, a program can also be rened by removing demonic choices. In
particular, we want the following renement laws to hold:
c
1
u c
2
v c
1
c
1
u c
2
v c
2
Specically, we dene c
1
u c
2
so that it is the greatest lower bound over the
renement ordering of c
1
and c
2
.
To illustrate the dierence between don't know and don't care non-deter-
minism, we consider a simple example. The program hX = 5i _ hX = 6i
represents the set of instantiations f5; 6g for the variable X . Note X is as-
signed multiple answers; this contrasts with the imperative renement calculus
where variables can only be assigned a single value. The disjunction operator,
_, models don't know non-determinism, and corresponds to the usual notion
of disjunction in logic programs. In this case all solutions are generated.
In contrast consider the program hX = 5i u hX = 6i, indicating that we
don't care whether X is bound to 5 or 6. Rather than having to generate both
solutions, an arbitrary choice between either can be made.
We present the original wide-spectrum language and notion of renement
in Section 2. In Section 3 we introduce the binary demonic choice operator
and generalised forms of this operator, together with several motivating ex-
amples. Section 4 discusses the changes to the semantics and renement that
are needed to support demonic choice. We discuss related work and conclude
in Section 5.
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hPi - specication
fAg - assumption
c
1
^ c
2
- parallel conjunction
c
1
_ c
2
- disjunction
c
1
; c
2
- sequential conjunction
(9V  c) - existential quantier
(8V  c) - universal quantier
abort - abort
fail - fail
skip - skip
pid(T ) - procedure call
c
1
u c
2
- demonic choice
magic - magic
c
1
! c
2
- guarded command
(uV  c) - generalised demonic choice
V :- c - parameterised command
re id  pc er - recursion block
pid b= pc - procedure denition
Fig. 1. Wide-spectrum language syntax
2 Renement calculus for logic programs
2.1 Wide-spectrum language
Figure 1 summarises the syntax for the wide-spectrum language. The demonic
choice operators, guarded commands and magic are explained in Section 3.
Specications
The specication construct is of the form hPi, where P is a predicate. It
represents a set of instantiations of free variables of P that satisfy P . We
dene the programs skip and fail by
skip == htruei
fail == hfalsei
3
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skip always succeeds, with no eect, and fail always fails, returning an empty
set of answers.
Assumptions
An assumption is of the form fAg, where A is a predicate. Assumptions
formally state the context in which a program is called. If these assumptions
do not hold, the program fragment may abort. Aborting includes program
behaviour such as nontermination and abnormal termination due to exceptions
like division by zero (the latter being distinct from a procedure that fails if the
divisor is zero), as well as termination with arbitrary results. An assumption,
fAg, is equivalent to skip if A holds, but aborts if A is false. We dene the
(worst possible) program abort by
abort == ffalseg
Note that abort is quite dierent to the program hfalsei, which never aborts,
but always fails.
Propositional operators
There are two forms of conjunction: a sequential form (c
1
; c
2
) where c
1
is
evaluated before c
2
; and a parallel version (c
1
^ c
2
) where c
1
and c
2
are eval-
uated independently and the intersection of their respective results is formed
on completion. The disjunction of two programs (c
1
_ c
2
) computes the union
of the results of the two programs.
Quantiers
Disjunction is generalised to an existential quantier (9V  c), which
computes the union of the results of c for all possible values of V . Similarly,
the universal quantier (8V  c) computes the intersection of the results of
c for all possible values of V .
Parameterised commands
A command can be parameterised over a list of variables; it has the form
V :- c, where V is a list of variables, and c is a wide-spectrum program. A
parameterised command is instantiated by applying it to a term | the result
is a command.
Recursion blocks
Recursive calls are introduced within a recursion block. A recursion block
has the form re id  pc er, where id names the block and pc is a parameterised
command. Within recursion blocks recursive calls of the form id(T ) can be
introduced, provided certain termination conditions are met [6]. We associate
a well-founded relation with the arguments of the recursive call, and prove
that the arguments are strictly decreasing with respect to the relation.
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Procedures
Procedures are dened by associating a procedure identier, pid , with a
parameterised command, pc, i.e., pid b= pc. A procedure can be called by
referring to the procedure identier and applying it to a term, e.g. pid(T )
applies the procedure named pid to the term T .
2.2 Renement and renement laws
We present the intuition behind renement and renement laws here, and
defer the formal denition until Section 4. A command c
1
renes to c
2
, if c
2
terminates more often and if c
2
computes a set of a answers that c
1
could have
computed when both commands terminate.
Once we have dened renement, we can derive a number of renement
laws that allow us to rene one program (specication) to another (implemen-
tation). For example, the law
Law 1 (Eliminate assumption)
fAg; c v c
states that we can eliminate assumptions during a renement. The law
Law 2 (Monotonicity of disjunction)
c
1
v c
3
; c
2
v c
4
c
1
_ c
2
v c
3
_ c
4
states that disjunction is monotonic in both arguments. In a law with a line
in it the part above the line represents the premises that must be satised for
the part below the line to hold.
3 Demonic choice
In this section we introduce binary and generalised demonic choice operators
into the wide-spectrum language. The denition of operators is motivated by
algebraic properties, similar to the corresponding operators in the imperative
renement calculus [2].
3.1 Binary demonic choice
Given a predicate P containing the free variable X , there may be multiple
solutions for X that satisfy P . The specication construct, hPi, requires
that all solutions for its free variables be produced (similar to the way a pure
Prolog program operates with don't know non-determinism). For example,
the following species a program that returns the square root, R, of a perfect
5
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square, N , or fails if N is not a perfect square. It assumes N is a natural
number. The square root R is required to be an integer (Z).
hR R = N ^ R 2 Zi
If N is a perfect square this means that the program returns both the positive
and negative square roots. To specify a program that just returns one of these
square roots | and we don't care which one | we make use of the binary
demonic choice operator `u'.
(hR  R = N ^ R 2 Z ^ 0  Ri u hR  R = N ^ R 2 Z ^ R  0i)(1)
The dening characteristics of a demonic choice, c
1
u c
2
, are that it is rened
by both c
1
and c
2
, and it is the most rened program that has that property.
That is, the demonic choice of c
1
and c
2
is the greatest lower bound of c
1
and
c
2
with respect to the renement ordering.
Denition 3.1 (Binary Demonic Choice) Given two commands, c
1
and
c
2
, the demonic choice between c
1
and c
2
, c
1
u c
2
, is the command such that
c
1
u c
2
v c
1
and c
1
u c
2
v c
2
and for all commands X , if X v c
1
and X v c
2
, then
X v c
1
u c
2
:
For example, (1) is rened by
hR R = N ^ R 2 Z ^ 0  Ri
From this denition one can deduce that demonic choice is commutative, as-
sociative and idempotent.
3.2 Magic
The identity of demonic choice is the program, U , that satises
c u U = c
for all programs c. From the denition of demonic choice we have for all
programs c,
c = c u U v U
That is, U is the program that renes every other program. By analogy
with the imperative renement calculus, we denote this (unimplementable)
program by magic, i.e.,
(magic u c) = (c umagic) = c
6
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This program is introduced to give a more complete theory; it cannot be
implemented and hence cannot be used in practice.
We say that a program is miraculous for an initial state if it is equivalent
to magic when restricted to this initial state.
Note that magic is quite dierent to the (worst possible) program abort.
In particular, magic is guaranteed to never go into an erroneous state. In
terms of renement, the program abort can be rened to any program c,
while magic renes any program c; i.e.,
abort v c vmagic
In terms of the renement lattice, abort is the bottom element and magic is
the top.
3.3 Guarded commands
To introduce a form of committed-choice [5] non-determinism to the language
we dene guarded commands. In the imperative renement calculus, guards
are miraculous if the guard does not hold. By analogy we introduce the
notation c
1
! c
2
, which is miraculous if c
1
fails, but behaves like `c
1
; c
2
'
otherwise. Consider the following program to calculate the absolute value of
an integer X .
(hX  0i ! hA =  X i) u (h0  X i ! hA = X i)
If X is positive then the guard hX  0i fails, and the rst branch of the
demonic choice is magic. Therefore the choice is equivalent to the second
branch, which ensures A is equal to X . A symmetric argument holds if X
is negative. If X is zero both guards evaluate to true, and the program is
equivalent to
hA =  0i u hA = 0i
which in this case, because demonic choice is idempotent, reduces to hA = 0i
as expected. Note that if all guards fail then we get magic, therefore the
programmer needs to be careful to ensure that at least one guard always
succeeds. More generally, for any command c we have the property:
hfalsei ! c =magic
3.4 Generalised demonic choice
Demonic choice may be generalised to a choice over a family of commands, F ,
indexed by a set I , i.e., F is a function from I to Cmd . The demonic choice
over F , written uF , is rened by each member of the family F
i
, for i 2 I ,
and it is the most rened such program. That is, uF is the greatest lower
bound of the family F with respect to the renement ordering.
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Denition 3.2 (General Demonic Choice) Given a family of commands
F , over an index set I , the general demonic choice over F , uF, is the com-
mand such that
8 i : I  uF v F
i
and for all commands X , if 8 i : I  X v F
i
, then
X v uF :
From the second condition in the denition, if I is empty we have that for
all commands X , X is rened by the demonic choice over the empty family
of commands, i.e., the demonic choice over the empty family corresponds to
magic.
In the above, I is an arbitrary index set and F is a mapping from I to
commands. A common method of forming the family F is to take a command
c, with free variable V , and replace V by each value from the index set. In
order for the result of the substitution to be a command, the values of the
index set should range over terms. With this form in mind, we introduce the
notation
(uV  c(V ))
to stand for u( t : Term  c(t)), where c(V ) represents a command possibly
containing free occurrences of the variable V , and c(t) is the command derived
from c(V ) by replacing occurrences of V by t .
To restrict the range of values for the term a guard can be used. For
example, consider a program in which a list, L, is being used to represent a
set, and we would like to specify a program that returns just one element, X ,
from the set (i.e., from the range of the list), and we don't care which one.
hL 6= [ ]i; (uX
0
 hX
0
2 ranLi ! hX = X
0
i)
We give laws for eliminating and introducing generalised demonic choice.
In the following laws, X is a variable, P is a predicate, t is a term, while c
and d are commands.
Law 3 (Demonic choice select)
P(t)
(uX  hP(X )i ! c(X )) v c(t)
This law states that a generalised demonic choice command can be rened
by one of its choices provided the constraining predicate P (represented by a
guard) holds for that choice.
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Law 4 (Introduce demonic choice I)
8 t  d v c(t)
d v (uX  c(X ))
This law states that if a command d can be rened to command c(t) for any
choice of t , then d can be rened to the demonic choice of all such choices.
Law 5 (Introduce demonic choice II)
8 t  fP(t)g ; d v c(t)
d v (uX  hP(X )i ! c(X ))
This law is similar to Law 4, except it adds a constraining predicate P , which
restricts the set of choices.
3.5 Example
Consider the following program that denes the sum of a nite set of natural
numbers (an element of the set F N).
sum b= re sumSet  (S ; Sum) :- fS 2 F Ng;
hS = fgi; hSum = 0i _
hS 6= fgi; (uX ; S
0
 hX 2 S ^ S
0
= S   fX gi !
9 Sum
0
 sumSet(S
0
; Sum
0
) ^ hSum = X + Sum
0
i) er
If S is non-empty, it non-deterministically chooses an element X from S ,
and a subset S
0
of S such that S
0
is S without X . The sum of S
0
is then
recursively constructed.
This example illustrates the dierence between don't know and don't care
non-determinism. In the second line of the above program, the disjunction
operator, _, models the fact that we don't know whether or not the set S is
empty. In the third line, the demonic choice operator, u, models the fact that
if S if a non-empty set, then we don't care which element X is chosen from S
to calculate the sum.
The specication of sum for sets of natural numbers is not executable,
since it makes use of an abstract (specication) type (F N). To demonstrate
the elimination of non-determinism, consider the following non-deterministic
implementation of sum, in which a set is represented by a list of natural
numbers L with no duplicates (an element of iseqN). The program below
can be derived from the above program by using data renement techniques
9
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similar to those described in [3].
sum b= re sumList  (L; Sum) :- fL 2 iseqNg;
hL = [ ]i; hSum = 0i _
(9H ;T  hL = [H j T ]i; (uX ;L
0
 hperm([X j L
0
];L)i !
9 Sum
0
 sumList(L
0
; Sum
0
) ^ hSum = X + Sum
0
i) er
The predicate perm is the usual permutation relationship between lists.
To rene this to an executable program, we eliminate the non-determinism,
which as it stands is a choice between all possible lists made up of the elements
of L without some element X . We must choose some values of X and L
0
that satisfy the predicate perm([X j L
0
];L). In the context of the choice, we
know that L = [H j T ]; therefore, choosing X = H and L
0
= T satises
the predicate, since perm([H j T ];L) clearly holds. We therefore rene the
recursion block using Law 3 to:
re sumList  (L; Sum) :- fL 2 iseqNg;
hL = [ ]i; hSum = 0i _
(9H ;T  hL = [H j T ]i; 9Sum
0

sumList(T ; Sum
0
) ^ hSum = H + Sum
0
i) er
This is the usual implementation of the sum of a list; simply selecting the rst
element of the list and recursively accumulating the result. It was derived
from a more abstract specication that allowed any element to be selected.
4 Semantics
4.1 Predicates and terms
This section gives the semantics of the renement calculus for non-determin-
istic logic programs. Table 1 summarises the operators used in our repre-
sentation. The set comprehension fx j P(x )  f (x )g represents the set of
elements of the form f (x ), where x ranges over the set of elements satisfying
the predicate P . Two short-hand notations are also used: when P is true we
write fx  f (x )g; when f is the identity function (i.e. f (x ) = x for all x ),
we write fx j P(x )g. Most of the introductory denitions used in this paper
are the same as those in [6]. For brevity we omit the denitions of many of
the preliminary denitions. Variables (Var) and values (Val) are modelled as
primitive types.
Terms (Term) in our language are either variables or function applications.
Terms are evaluated (to an element of Val) by instantiating all of the variables,
and applying functions to their evaluated arguments. The instantiation of
variables is described by a binding of type Bnd , modelled as a total function
from Var to Val .
Bnd == Var ! Val
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Symbol Description
 relation override
(j j) relation image
C domain restriction
 
C domain anti-restriction

relation inverse
id identity relation
o
9
relation composition
7! partial function
P powerset
$ relation
Table 1
Mathematical operators
The function eval : Term  Bnd ! Val evaluates a term with respect to a
binding, returning a value.
Predicates (Pred) in our language include propositional connectives, quan-
tiers and relations. Predicates are evaluated to a boolean value by instanti-
ating all of the free variables.
eval : Pred  Bnd ! B
For a predicate P , we dene P to be the set of bindings satisfying P , i.e.,
P = fb : Bnd  eval P bg
The function def : Pred ! PBnd gives the set of bindings for which a predi-
cate is dened. For example a predicate that involves division by a number n
will only be dened if n 6= 0.
4.2 States
Program states are modelled as sets of bindings.
State == PBnd
Note that this contrasts with the notion of states as a single binding as
used to model imperative programs. This corresponds to the fact that multiple
answers can be returned by a logic program, whereas imperative programs only
return a single answer.
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To dierentiate between a command that is undened at an initial state,
and one that can make a non-deterministic choice between any of the states,
we extend the set of states by introducing the state ?, representing undened
behaviour:
State
?
== State [ f?g
A command that is undened at an initial state will be represented by mapping
the initial state to all possible states including ?. In contrast a dened non-
deterministic choice may map an initial state to all states except the state ?
(this is sometimes referred to as chaos).
If e is a relationship between states, then e
?
is an extension of e, generated
by mapping any initial states not in the domain of e to the set of all possible
states (including the undened state). The function dened removes any pairs
(s
1
; s
2
) from e, where the initial state s
1
is mapped to the undened state ?
in e (i.e. it removes all initial states that lead to undened behaviour). The
function undef returns those pairs in e where the initial state is mapped to
the undened state.
?
: (State
?
$ State
?
)! (State
?
$ State
?
)
dened : (State
?
$ State
?
)! (State
?
$ State
?
)
undef : (State
?
$ State
?
)! (State
?
$ State
?
)
e
?
= (State
?
 State
?
) e
dened(e) = e

(j f?g j)
 
C e
undef (e) = e

(j f?g j)C e
With the functions dened and undef we can indicate for which states a
command is dened and undened. For initial states where the command is
neither dened or undened, we say the command is miraculous. From the
above denitions it is easy to show that a relationship e is miraculous for an
initial state s i the relationship is empty when restricted to this initial state
(i.e., fsgC e = ?).
4.3 Executions
The semantics for the wide-spectrum language are dened in terms of execu-
tions. In the deterministic semantics [6], executions are modelled as partial
mappings between initial and nal states. If a command is undened for an
initial state, then this is represented by omitting this initial state from the
domain of the partial function.
However to allow for the introduction of demonic non-deterministic choice,
executions are modelled here as relations between states. Therefore any initial
state can have multiple corresponding nal states. The undened state ? is
used to indicate that the command aborts for a particular input. If a state
s is not in the domain of the relation, then the command is miraculous in
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that state. An execution e satises six healthiness properties, the last three of
which are similar to the three healthiness properties used in the deterministic
semantics [6].
(i) Once a program has aborted it remains that way.
(?;?) 2 e
(ii) If a program aborts any behaviour is possible.
8 s : State
?
 (s;?) 2 e ) e(j fsg j) = State
?
(iii) If an initial state s is in the domain of the undened part of an execution
e, then any superset of s is also in the domain of the undened part of e:
8 s; s
0
: State  s
0
 s ^ s 2 dom undef (e)) s
0
2 domundef (e)
(iv) If a command is dened for an initial state P whose bindings satisfy the
predicate P , then it must be dened for all those initial states in P
0
,
where P
0
) P . That is, if s
0
is a subset of a set s in the domain of the
dened part of e, then s
0
must also be in the domain of the dened part
of e.
In addition, if a command is dened in the initial state P as well as the
initial state Q , then it must be dened in the initial state P _ Q . More
generally, for any set of states ss in the domain of the dened part of e,
their union is also in the domain of the dened part of e.
These two properties are together equivalent to the fact that the do-
main of the dened part of e is the powerset of the set of all bindings, b,
such that fbg is in the domain of the dened part of e.
dom dened(e) = Pfb : Bnd j fbg 2 dom dened(e)g
(v) Execution of a command leads to the values of variables being more
constrained for those states in which the command is dened, i.e., the set
of answers being reduced.
8(s
1
; s
2
) 2 dened(e)  s
2
 s
1
(vi) Each execution can be decomposed into a set of partial mappings be-
tween states, such that the dened part of the execution is equal to the
generalised union of the partial mappings; and the domain of each partial
mapping is equal to the domain of the dened part of the execution.
9 es : P(State 7! State)  dened(e) =
[
es ^
8 e
0
: es  dom e
0
= dom dened(e) ^
8 s : dom e
0
 e
0
(s) =
[
fb : s  e
0
(fbg)g
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The set of executions, Exec, is dened as all relations between states which
satisfy the six conditions above:
Exec == fe : State
?
$ State
?
j
(?;?) 2 e ^
8 s : State
?
 (s;?) 2 e ) e(j fsg j) = State
?
^
8 s; s
0
: State  s
0
 s ^ s 2 dom undef (e)) s
0
2 dom undef (e) ^
domdened(e) = Pfb : Bnd j fbg 2 dom dened(e)g ^
8(s
1
; s
2
) : dened(e)  s
2
 s
1
^
9 es : P(State 7! State)  dened(e) =
[
es ^
8 e
0
: es  dom e
0
= dom dened(e) ^
8 s : dom e
0
 e
0
(s) =
[
fb : s  e
0
(fbg)gg
From properties (i) and (ii) we know that for any execution e : Exec,
(?; s) 2 e for all s : State
?
. Therefore all executions (commands) are un-
dened for the initial state ?. We also note that any powerset must con-
tain ?, therefore from (iv), ? 2 dom dened(e). And from (v) we know
(?; s) 2 dened(e) ) s  ?, and thus (?;?) 2 dened(e). Therefore all
programs are dened for an empty initial state, and (uniquely) return a -
nal state. For all other initial states a program can be dened, undened or
miraculous.
4.4 Renement
Renement in the deterministic model corresponds to extending the domain
of the execution. Renement in the non-deterministic model corresponds to
removing pairs from the execution relation. For executions e
1
and e
2
, e
1
is
rened by e
2
i e
2
is a subset of e
1
.
v : Exec $ Exec
e
1
v e
2
, e
2
 e
1
Renement encapsulates three possibilities: removing initial states that lead to
undened behaviour, removing non-determinism, and introducing miraculous
behaviour.
Renement of commands is dened in terms of the renement of the under-
lying executions, using the exec function (both dened in Section 4.5 below).
v : Cmd $ Cmd
c
1
v c
2
, exec(c
1
) v exec(c
2
)
Two commands c
1
and c
2
are equivalent (c
1
vw c
2
) i c
1
renes to c
2
and
c
2
renes to c
1
.
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vw : Cmd $ Cmd
c
1
vw c
2
, c
1
v c
2
^ c
2
v c
1
4.5 Commands
The semantics of the wide-spectrum language are dened in terms of execu-
tions, which are relations between the initial and nal program states. The
function exec maps a command to its semantic representation:
exec : Cmd ! Exec
The semantics for the basic commands is shown in Figure 2. Each command
is described in more detail separately below (in particular the functions exists
and forall are dened in Section 4.5.7). We restrict our attention to the non-
parameterised aspects of the wide-spectrum language. For details on how the
semantics can be extended to include parameterised commands and recursion
blocks, the reader is referred to [6].
exec(hPi) = ( s : State j s  def P  s \ P)
?
exec(fAg) = idfs : State j s  def A ^ Ag
?
exec(c
1
_ c
2
) = exec c
1
[ exec c
2
exec(c
1
^ c
2
) = exec c
1
\ exec c
2
exec(c
1
; c
2
) = exec c
1
o
9
exec c
2
exec(9 v  c) = (exists v (exec c))
exec(8 v  c) = (forall v (exec c))
exec abort = exec ffalseg = f? 7! ?g
?
exec fail = exec hfalsei = ( s : State  ?)
?
exec skip = exec htruei = (idState)
?
exec(c
1
u c
2
) = exec c
1
[ exec c
2
exec magic = f? 7! ?g [ fs : State
?
 ? 7! sg
exec(c
1
! c
2
) = fs : State j s 6= ? ^
exec c
1
(j fsg j) = f?gg
 
C exec(c
1
; c
2
)
exec(uF ) =
[
fi : I  exec F
i
g [ exec magic
Fig. 2. Semantics of basic commands
4.5.1 Specications and assumptions
For initial states, s, where P is dened, hPi maps s to the nal state formed
by intersecting s with the set of bindings for which P is true. Any initial states
for which P is undened, including ?, are mapped to the set of all possible
nal states (including ?). The exec function is dened in a similar manner
for assumptions.
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4.5.2 Binary operators
Disjunction and parallel conjunction are dened in terms of a pointwise union
and intersection of the corresponding executions. An initial state that is
mapped to ? by either e
1
or e
2
is mapped to ? by e
1
\ e
2
(and e
1
[ e
2
).
\ : Exec  Exec ! Exec
[ : Exec  Exec ! Exec
(e
1
\ e
2
) = fs; s
1
; s
2
: State j (s; s
1
) 2 dened(e
1
) ^
(s; s
2
) 2 dened(e
2
)  (s; s
1
\ s
2
)g [ undef (e
1
) [ undef (e
2
)
(e
1
[ e
2
) = fs; s
1
; s
2
: State j (s; s
1
) 2 dened(e
1
) ^
(s; s
2
) 2 dened(e
2
)  (s; s
1
[ s
2
)g [ undef (e
1
) [ undef (e
2
)
For a conjunction c
1
^ c
2
, if the initial state s relates to the non-aborting
nal state s
1
for exec c
1
, and s relates to the non-aborting nal state s
2
for
exec c
2
, then s relates to s
1
\ s
2
in exec(c
1
^ c
2
). The other case we need to
be aware of is where either of the commands is miraculous for an initial state
s; i.e., the execution that represents the command when domain restricted to
the state s is equal to the execution representing magic when restricted to s.
If the other command is dened for s, then the conjunction (disjunction) is
miraculous for s; in particular exec(skip^magic) = exec magic. If the other
command is undened for s, then the conjunction (disjunction) is undened
for s; in particular exec(abort ^magic) = exec abort.
Sequential conjunction is dened in terms of relational composition.
4.5.3 Demonic choice
We show that the semantic denition of binary demonic choice given in Fig-
ure 2 is a consequence of the denition of binary demonic choice as the greatest
lower bound of two commands with respect to the renement ordering (De-
nition 3.1). Let e = exec c
1
and f = exec c
2
. From Denition 3.1:
exec(c
1
u c
2
)  e and exec(c
1
u c
2
)  f
Combining these we get
exec(c
1
u c
2
)  e [ f(2)
From Denition 3.1 we also know that for all executions X :
X  e ^ X  f ) X  exec(c
1
u c
2
)
Taking X = e [ f we get
e [ f  exec (c
1
u c
2
)(3)
Combining (2) and (3), we get exec(c
1
u c
2
) = e [ f :
Note that if a pair of states is in the set of dened states for the demonic
choice of two commands, then the pair belongs to the set of dened states for
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at least one of the commands, i.e.,
(s
1
; s
2
) 2 dened(exec(c
1
u c
2
)))
(s
1
; s
2
) 2 dened(exec c
1
) _ (s
1
; s
2
) 2 dened(exec c
2
)
Also, the demonic choice c
1
u c
2
is dened for an initial state s i both c
1
and
c
2
are dened for the initial state s, i.e.
dom dened(exec(c
1
u c
2
)) = dom dened(exec c
1
) \ dom dened(exec c
2
)
Intuitively this represents the fact that we do not care which command is
chosen, therefore to ensure the demonic choice command is dened for a par-
ticular initial state, we must ensure it is dened regardless of the choice. In
fact the dened part of c
1
u c
2
is equal to the union of the dened parts of c
1
and c
2
restricted to the intersection of their domains.
dened(exec(c
1
u c
2
)) = dom dened(exec c
2
)C dened(exec c
1
)
[ dom dened(exec c
1
)C dened(exec c
2
)
4.5.4 Magic
The program magic is the unique program that any other program can be
rened to; i.e., for any program c, c vmagic. Semantically magic is rep-
resented by the execution that is miraculous for all initial states except ?
and ?; for these states we have already argued that all commands are dened
and undened respectively. Healthiness properties (i) and (ii) of executions
from Section 4.3 dictate that (? 7! s) 2 exec magic for each state s, and
properties (iv) and (v) dictate that (? 7! ?) 2 exec magic.
4.5.5 Guarded commands
Recall that the guarded command c
1
! c
2
is miraculous if c
1
fails, and behaves
like `c
1
; c
2
' otherwise. Semantically this corresponds to starting with the
execution representing `c
1
; c
2
', and removing any pairs for which c
1
fails, i.e.,
those pairs for which the initial state s is mapped to the empty set of answers.
4.5.6 Generalised demonic choice
We show how the semantic denition of generalised demonic choice given in
Figure 2 is a consequence of the denition of generalised demonic choice as
the greatest lower bound of an indexed set of commands (Denition 3.2). Let
f
i
= exec F
i
. From Denition 3.2 and the denition of magic:
8 j : I  exec (uF )  f
j
 exec magic
Therefore
exec (uF ) 
[
fi : I  f
i
g [ exec magic(4)
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Note that we must include exec magic to ensure that exec (uF ) is an execu-
tion in the case where I is empty. Also from Denition 3.2 for all executions
X :
(8 j : I  X  f
j
)) X  exec (uF )(5)
Let X =
[
fi : I  f
i
g [ exec magic, from (5) we get
[
fi : I  f
i
g [ exec magic  exec (uF )(6)
Combining (4) and (6) we arrive at the denition of generalised demonic choice
exec (uF ) =
[
fi : I  f
i
g [ exec magic
The following properties of generalised demonic choice can be proven by
observing that for all commands c, exec c  exec magic:
u?=magic
ufcg= c
ufc
1
; c
2
g= c
1
u c
2
Demonic choice can choose the worst case, so for uF to be dened for an
initial state s, each F
i
must be dened at s. Therefore the domain of the
dened part of uF is the intersection (over the index set I ) of the dened
parts of the commands F
i
.
domdened exec (uF ) =
\
fi : I  dom dened exec(F
i
)g
The dened part of uF is the union of the dened parts of each F
i
restricted
to those initial states where every F
i
is dened.
dened(exec (uF )) =
[
fi : I  dom dened(exec (uF ))C dened exec(F
i
)g
4.5.7 Quantiers
For a variable V and a state s, we dene the state unbind V s as one whose
bindings match those of s in every place except V , which is completely un-
constrained.
unbind : Var ! (State ! State)
unbind V s = fb : s; x : Val  b  fV 7! xgg
Execution of an existentially quantied command 9V  c for an initial
state s is dened if executing c is dened in the state s
0
, which is the same
as s except that V is unbound. The set of resultant states is formed by
considering all subsets s
0
of s, such that a binding b 2 s can be included in
s
0
i there is some value x , for V such that execution of c succeeds for the
binding bfV 7! xg. Alternatively b can be excluded from s
0
i for all values
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x for V , execution of c fails for the binding bfV 7! xg. Note that the non-
deterministic nature of the program dictates that some of the bindings b can
either be included or excluded from a nal state, thus it is possible that there
are multiple nal states.
exists : Var ! (Exec ! Exec)
8V : Var ; e : Exec; s : State  (exists V e)(j fsg j) =
if unbind V s 2 dom dened(e)
thenfs
0
: State j s
0
 s ^
8 b : s
0
 9 x : Val  (fb  fV 7! xgg;
fb  fV 7! xgg) 2 dened(e) ^
8 b : s n s
0
 8 x : Val  (fb  fV 7! xgg;?) 2 dened(e)g
else if 9 b : s; x : Val  fb  fV 7! xgg 2 dom undef (e)
then State
?
else?
We note that the condition in the rst \if" statement is equivalent to:
8 b : s; x : Val  fb  fV 7! xgg 2 dom dened(e)
This condition can fail if there is a b and x such that either fbfV 7! xgg 2
domundef (e) (undened behaviour) or fb  fV 7! xgg 62 dom e (miracu-
lous behaviour). In the nal three lines we distinguish between undened and
miraculous behaviour, with undened behaviour being stronger than miracu-
lous behaviour (in a similar manner to the way we dene disjunction).
Universal quantication behaves in a similar fashion to existential quanti-
cation, except that a binding b can be included in a nal state i execution of
c succeeds the binding b  fV 7! xg for all values x . Conversely the binding
b can be excluded from a nal state i execution of c fails for the binding
b  fV 7! xg for some value x .
forall : Var ! (Exec ! Exec)
8V : Var ; e : Exec; s : State  (forall V e)(j fsg j) =
if unbind V s 2 dom dened(e)
thenfs
0
: State j s
0
 s ^
8 b : s
0
; x : Val  (fb  fV 7! xgg;
fb  fV 7! xgg) 2 dened(e) ^
8 b : s n s
0
 9 x : Val  (fb  fV 7! xgg;?) 2 dened(e)g
else if 9 b : s; x : Val  fb  fV 7! xgg 2 dom undef (e)
then State
?
else?
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5 Conclusions
In the logic programming paradigm, a program must compute all substitutions
for free variables that satisfy the program, sometimes referred to as don't know
non-determinism. In the earlier renement calculus for logic programs, a pro-
gram must compute the same set of solutions as its original specication. This
is dierent to an imperative program specication, where the set of values for
the output variable may be reduced during the renement process, sometimes
referred to as don't care non-determinism in the logic programming literature,
and demonic non-determinism in the imperative renement literature.
In this paper we have extended the wide-spectrum language with con-
structs that allow us to model demonic non-determinism. The new constructs
are dened at an intuitive level, with examples describing their use. We then
described the changes to the underlying language semantics that were required
to dene these constructs, in particular modelling executions are relations in-
stead of partial functions.
The introduction of a non-deterministic operator gives greater exibility
in a specication language. Another advantage is that non-determinism can
be directly implemented in some logic programming languages via committed
choice mechanisms.
5.1 Related Work
Back and von Wright [2] present an imperative language with non-deterministic
constructs. Their semantics is based on weakest preconditions of predicate
transformers, and they dene renement as a game where the user must nd
some way of achieving the postcondition by reducing non-determinism. De-
monic non-determinism is conjunction of programs, meaning that both must
achieve the postcondition. They also have a generalised non-deterministic
operator, similar to ours.
Hoare [7] has developed a unifying theory for logic programming, to gener-
alise the common properties of logic programming languages. In his framework
programs are dened by the set of answers they return, with union and inter-
section operations on the answer sets corresponding to conjunction and dis-
junction in logic programs. He also allows a disjunctive choice between answer
sets, corresponding to our non-deterministic choice between implementations.
Apt [1] has developed a denotational semantics for rst order logic using
substitutions. By modelling the semantics using mappings from substitutions
to sets of substitutions, Apt's disjunction operator, which is modelled by tak-
ing the union of substitutions, corresponds roughly to our demonic choice
operator.
Ward [9] has developed a renement calculus based on non-determinis-
tic expressions. He describes a functional language, and deals with non-
determinism at both the program and expression level. Our non-determinism
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is a choice between programs. We do not allow non-determinism in the char-
acteristic predicates that dene our programs.
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